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Thermopower in Andreev Interferometers
Pauli Virtanen and Tero T. Heikkilä
Low Temperature Laboratory, Helsinki University of Tehnology,
P.O. Box 2200 FIN-02015 HUT, Finland.
We examine the thermopower Q of a mesosopi normal-metal (N) wire in
ontat to superonduting (S) segments and show that even with eletron-
hole symmetry, Q may beome nite due to the presene of superurrents.
Moreover, we show how the dominant part of Q an be diretly related to the
equilibrium superurrents in the struture. We also disuss the thermopower
arising due to an anomalous kineti oeient whih is nite in the presene
of superurrent and in some situations gives the dominant ontribution. In
general, a nite thermopower appears both between the N reservoirs and the
superondutors, and between the N reservoirs themselves. The latter, how-
ever, strongly depends on the geometrial symmetry of the struture. The
paper inludes a detailed analytial derivation of the results and an exat nu-
merial solution of the quasilassial equations in a few sample geometries.
PACS numbers: 74.25.Fy, 73.23.-b, 74.45.+
1. INTRODUCTION
From time to time in the last entury, the onnetion between the ther-
moeletri eets and superondutivity has attrated interest.
1
As early as
1927, Meissner found that the thermopower is absent in a steady-state super-
ondutor. This is due to the fat that the thermoeletri urrent is in this
ase ounterbalaned by the superurrent. However, in 1944, Ginzburg
2
pointed out that there an be other types of thermoeletri eets in su-
perondutors. Interestingly, many of them are still unobserved
1
, at least
partially due to the fat that they are based on the same eletron-hole asym-
metry that produes the thermoeletri eets in nonsuperonduting sys-
tems
3
, where Mott's law onnets the thermopower to the tiny dierene of
the eetive masses between eletrons and holes (i.e., to the nonlinearity of
the quasipartile dispersion relation above and below the Fermi sea). Suh
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eets are governed by the fator kBT/EF , and are thus very small in the
low temperatures required for superondutivity. Even after six deades, the
understanding of the experiments on some of these eets is still laking.
4,5
For example, the measured thermoeletri ux in a bimetalli superondut-
ing ring was orders of magnitude larger than predited by the onventional
theories.
Another eet of thermoeletri type, nite even in the presene of om-
plete eletron-hole symmetry, was observed and suessfully explained in the
turn of 1980's:
69
it was found that the ombination of a temperature gradi-
ent and superurrent ould make rise to a harge (branh) imbalane, i.e., a
dierene in the eletrohemial potentials of the normal and superondut-
ing omponents. The origin of this eet is similar to that onsidered in this
paper, but it manifests itself in quite a dierent form in the systems studied
here.
In the 1990's, many groups started to investigate the superonduting
eets indued in normal-metal (N) wires from nearby superondutors (for
review, see Refs. 1012). For example, if the N metal is onneted to two
superonduting segments, one an drive a superurrent through it
13
. It
was found that this superonduting proximity eet inuenes both the
eletrial
14,15
and thermal
16
ondutanes of the N wire, in general breaking
the Wiedemann-Franz relation between the two.
17
In most ases, these eets
aount for some tens of perent hanges in the ondutanes.
In proportion, a muh greater eet was experimentally observed in
the thermopower
1822
of "Andreev interferometers", strutures where the
normal-metal wire was onneted to two ends of a broken superonduting
loop. The observed thermopower was found to be orders of magnitude larger
with the proximity eet (below the superonduting ritial temperature
TC) than without it (T > TC). A thermally indued voltage was found both
between the ends of the normal metal
1820,22
("N-N thermopower" QNN ) as
also between one end of the normal metal and the superonduting ontats
("N-S thermopower" QNS).
21,22
Moreover, it was found that this indued
thermopower osillates with the ux applied through the superonduting
loop.
It was shown in Ref. 23, inluding one of the present authors, that Mott's
law is not in general valid in the presene of the proximity eet, indiating
that the reason underlying the observations is not neessarily dependent on
eletron-hole symmetry. Indeed, the experimental observations were partially
explained, without invoking eletron-hole asymmetry, in the linear regime for
QNS by Seviour and Volkov
24
and another eet was suggested for the pres-
ene of QNN by Kogan, Pavlovskii and Volkov.
25
The full nonlinear regime,
inluding important eets oming from asymmetries in the struture, and a
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phenomenologial explanation that onnets the thermopower to the temper-
ature dependene of the superurrent, was desribed by the present authors
in Ref. 26. This theory seems to be in quantitative and qualitative agreement
with most of the observations. The aim of the present paper is to explain
this theory in detail and desribe a related eet, thermopower due to an
anomalous kineti oeient, whih is the main soure of thermopower in
ertain geometries.
Further, Ref. 27 shows that the presene of superurrent an lead also to
a Peltier-type eet. This eet has not yet been experimentally observed.
This paper is organized as follows. In Set. 2., we detail the quasi-
lassial formalism applied in the alulation of the thermopower. This for-
malism assumes omplete eletron-hole symmetry, and the predited eets
are hene not limited by the fator kBT/EF . The analyti approximations
neessary for obtaining an expression for the thermopower are presented in
Set. 3., inluding symmetry arguments for the full (without approximations)
solutions, a phenomenologial piture of the eet, and a alulation of the
thermopower in the quasiequilibrium limit. The general behavior of this
thermopower is detailed in Set. 4., and eets related to the geometry of
the studied strutures are disussed in Set. 5. Most of the results in these
setions are obtained numerially without any approximations (beyond the
quasilassial diusive limit). Setion 6. inludes a omparison of the the-
ory to the experiments and to the other theories on the eet. The main
spetral oeients responsible for the thermopower, the spetral superur-
rent and the anomalous oeient T, are desribed in Set. 7. Finally, the
results are shortly disussed in Set. 8. An impatient reader should apture
mostly the kineti equations (7) in Set. 2., skip the detailed analyti deriva-
tions in Subs. 3.5. and proeed with the main results in Subs. 3.6. and their
harateristis in Ses. 4.,5.
2. FORMALISM
Many well-understood phenomena in inhomogeneous superondutivity
have been explained through the use of quasilassial Green's funtions. This
is in partiular the ase in mesosopi superondutivity (see the reviews in
Refs. 10,12). The essene of the quasilassial theory is ignoring the short-
sale osillations in the relative oordinate, and onentrating only on the
enter-of-mass oordinate of the spae-dependent Green's funtions. Suh
an approximation ignores the quantum-mehanial interferene eets arising
from short sales of the order of the Fermi wavelength (strutural variations
on this sale an be inluded through boundary onditions, see below and
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Ref. 28), and the eets related to the nonlinear parts of the quasipartile
dispersion relation (the theory is based on the linearisation of the dispersion
relation around the Fermi energy). Therefore, it annot desribe the normal-
metal thermoeletri eets whih arise from the energy dependene of the
eetive mass.
In this paper, we onentrate on the diusive limit, where all the impor-
tant length sales are muh greater than the mean free path. This is typially
the ase in metalli wires. To desribe nonequilibrium eets (nite voltage)
in the nonlinear regime, we adopt the Keldysh formalism.
29
In the onsidered
limit, the KeldyshGreen's funtion is desribed by the Usadel equation.
30
2.1. KeldyshUsadel equations
The KeldyshUsadel equation for the Green's funtions Gˇ(~r,E) in the
Keldysh ⊗ Nambu spae an be written in the stati ase as
∇ · (DGˇ∇Gˇ) = [−iE 1⊗ τˆ3 + ∆ˇ + Σˇin, Gˇ] . (1)
Here, D is the diusion onstant of the metal, Σˇ
in
ontains the inelasti
sattering self-energies, and ∆ˇ is the pair potential matrix. The pair potential
is self-onsistently related to the solutions of Eq. (1),
12
but it vanishes in
normal metals, on whih we onentrate here (superondutivity is indued
by a boundary ondition from bulk superondutors). Moreover, Gˇ has the
matrix struture
Gˇ =
(
GˆR GˆK
0 GˆA
)
, GˆA = −τˆ3(GˆR)†τˆ3 , GˆK = GˆRhˆ− hˆGˆA , (2)
where GˆR, GˆA and GˆK , the retarded, advaned and Keldysh omponents,
are 2× 2 matries, and the last relation is due to the normalization Gˇ2 = 1ˇ.
The eletronhole distribution funtion matrix hˆ introdued here has two
free parameters and it an be hosen of the form hˆ ≡ fL1ˆ + fT τˆ3, where fT
and fL are the symmetri and antisymmetri parts,
fT (E) ≡ 1− f(µS − E)− f(µS + E), fL(E) ≡ f(µS − E)− f(µS + E) (3)
of the eletron distribution funtion f(~r,E) and the energy E is given with
respet to the potential µS of the superondutors.
The Green's funtion obtained from Eq. (1) may be used for evaluating
the observable energy and harge urrent densities jQ and jc:
jQ =
σ
2e2
∫
EjL dE , jc =
σ
2e
∫
jT dE , (4a)
jL ≡ 1
4
Tr[(τ1 ⊗ 1ˆ) Gˇ∇Gˇ ] , jT ≡ 1
4
Tr[(τ1 ⊗ τˆ3) Gˇ∇Gˇ ] . (4b)
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Here, jL and jT are the spetral urrent densities, and σ is the normal-state
ondutivity of the metal.
It is useful to parameterize Gˇ so that it automatially satises the nor-
malization. Sine Gˇ2 = 1ˇ implies that (GˆR)2 = 1ˆ, one an parametrize GˆR
in terms of two omplex funtions θ and χ as
GˆR =
(
cosh(θ) eiχ sinh(θ)
−e−iχ sinh(θ) − cosh(θ)
)
, (5)
and hene GˆA and GˆK depend only on θ, χ, fT and fL. To nd the equations
that determine θ and χ, one an onsider the retarded part in Eq. (1), and,
negleting inelasti eets (Σˇ
in
= 0), obtain the spetral KeldyshUsadel
equations in normal metals (∆ˇ = 0)
D∇2θ = −2iE sinh(θ) + 1
2
D(∇χ)2 sinh(2θ) , (6a)
D∇ · jE = 0, jE ≡ − sinh2(θ)∇χ . (6b)
These equations desribe the behavior of the superonduting proximity ef-
fet: the pairing amplitude an be written as F = sinh(θ) exp(iχ), whih
shows that θ is related to the strength of the proximity eet and χ to the
phase of the superonduting order parameter.
Using the same assumptions as above and taking the traes Tr[(τ1⊗1ˆ) · ]
and Tr[(τ1⊗τˆ3) · ] of Eq. (1), one obtains the kineti equations for the spetral
energy and harge urrent densities
D∇ · jL = 0, jL = DL∇fL − T∇fT + jSfT , (7a)
D∇ · jT = 0, jT = DT∇fT + T∇fL + jSfL . (7b)
These desribe the kinetis of eletrons and holes in the presene of the
proximity eet, and, moreover, imply that jL and jT are onserved. The
spetral oeients in Eqs. (7) are determined from the solutions to Eqs. (6):
DL ≡ 1
4
Tr[1−GˆRGˆA] = 1
2
(1 + | cosh θ|2 − | sinh θ|2 cosh(2Im[χ])), (8a)
DT ≡ 1
4
Tr[1−GˆRτˆ3GˆAτˆ3] = 1
2
(1 + | cosh θ|2 + | sinh θ|2 cosh(2Im[χ])), (8b)
T ≡ 1
4
Tr[GˆAGˆRτˆ3] =
1
2
| sinh θ|2 sinh(2Im[χ])), (8)
jS ≡ 1
4
Tr[(GˆR∇GˆR − GˆA∇GˆA)τˆ3] = Im[− sinh2(θ)∇χ] = Im[jE ]. (8d)
Here, DL and DT are the spetral energy and harge diusion oeients,
and jS is the spetral density of the superurrent-arrying states.
31
The
ross-term T is usually small but not ompletely negligible.
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To simplify the problem, one often assumes that wires are quasi-1D
strutures, i.e., muh longer than wide, and translationally invariant in their
latitudinal diretions. Thus, one needs only to onsider longitudinal variation
in the quantities, and the gradients may be replaed with 1D-derivatives.
2.2. Boundary onditions
The KeldyshUsadel equations annot handle hanges in the struture
whih our in a distane short ompared to the Fermi wavelength or the
mean free path, so boundary onditions desribing interfaes and juntions
need to be derived using dierent tehniques.
To obtain the boundary onditions at nodes of one-dimensional wires
with lean metalli ontats, one may use the the matrix iruit theory.
28
It yields a Kirhho-like onservation law for the spetral matrix ur-
rents AσGˇ∂xGˇ, where A is the ross-setional area of a wire. In the θ-
parameterized form, this results in
∑
i
Aiσi∇θi = 0,
∑
i
Aiσi∇χi = 0, (9a)∑
i
AiσijL = 0,
∑
i
AiσijT = 0, (9b)
and to the ontinuity of θ, χ, fL and fT . In Eqs. (9), the sums go over the
wires ending in the node.
The properties of onnetions between wires and terminals are also de-
sribed by a matrix onservation ondition.
28
In the limit of a lean metalli
ontat, at the interfae to a normal reservoir, Green's funtion Gˇ and thus
also θ, χ, fL and fT get their bulk values:
θ = 0, χ = arbitrary, (10a)
fL/T =
1
2
(
tanh
(
E + µ
2kBT
)
± tanh
(
E − µ
2kBT
))
, (10b)
where T is the temperature of the reservoir and µ its potential, ompared
to µS. Thus, near normal metal reservoirs or far from superondutors, the
oeients (8) obtain their normal-state bulk values DL → 1, DT → 1 and
T → 0.
At a lean metalli ontat to a superonduting reservoir, bulk values
are again obtained, with the exeption of fL for energies inside the super-
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onduting energy gap ∆:
θ = artanh
∆
E
, χ = φ, fT = 0, (11a)
|E| > ∆ : fL = tanh
(
E
2kBT
)
, (11b)
|E| < ∆ : jL = 0 . (11)
Here, φ is the phase of the superonduting order parameter. We assumed
here no harge imbalane, µS = 0, hene fT = 0. Moreover, the boundary
onditions for θ and χ imply that near a superondutor interfae DL →
0 and T → 0 for energies |E| < ∆, whih in fat implies that jL = 0.
Thus no ontribution to the energy urrent density jQ through the interfae
omes from inside the energy gap  this is a known property of the Andreev
reetion.
With these boundary onditions, the spetral equations (6) depend only
on the phase dierenes and the geometry of the system, while kineti equa-
tions (7) depend also on the temperatures and the potentials of the reservoirs.
The system is, however, fully deoupled from the temperatures of the super-
ondutors for the energies |E| < ∆.
Note that in wires onneted to a normal reservoir, the spetral su-
perurrent jE ≡ 0, due to the boundary ondition θ = 0. Sine generally
sinh(θ) 6≡ 0 in these wires, the onservation of spetral superurrent jS im-
plies the onservation of the phase, thus χ = onst(x). Similarly, in wires
onneted to a superonduting reservoir, there is the boundary ondition
jL ≡ 0 for |E| < ∆, and one an eliminate fL from the kineti equations.
2.3. Energy and length sales
Saling the spatial dimensions in the spetral equations (6) by the length
L (where L an be one of the wire lengths, or most naturally for the superur-
rent, the distane between the superondutors), one nds a natural energy
sale: the Thouless energy
ET ≡ ~D
L2
≈
{
13 µV e
0.15 K kB
}
D/(200 cm
2
s
)
(L/µm)2
, (12)
This energy is the inverse time of ight through a diusive wire of length L.
In pratie, there are two dierent types of energy sales desribing the
behavior of the spetral funtions: ET and the superonduting energy gap
∆ of the eletrodes onneted to the normal-metal wire. 31 The previous is
important in the ase of long juntions L≫ ξ0 (i.e., ET ≪ ∆) and the latter
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for L . ξ0 (ET & ∆). Here ξ0 =
√
~D/2∆ is the superonduting oherene
length. For example, for T ≪ TC , in Al ξ0 ≈ 200 nm, and in Nb ξ0 ≈ 30 nm.
In the long-juntion limit ∆ ≫ ET , the energy sale for the solution
to (6,7) with the boundary onditions (9-11) depends only on ET . Thus, by
hanging ET , the results may be saled to t all systems with similar ratios
of wire lengths, ross setional areas and ondutivities.
3. THERMOPOWER IN ANDREEV INTERFEROMETERS
A temperature dierene ∆T between two points in a metal may in-
due a harge urrent Ic. Disonneting the system from its surroundings
makes the urrent vanish, and a potential dierene ∆V arises instead. The
thermopower Q is the ratio of this potential dierene to the temperature
dierene, Q ≡ (∆V/∆T )Ic=0. In this setion, we show how the superurrent
owing in Andreev interferometers onnets the temperatures and potentials,
induing a nite thermopower.
3.1. Thermopower without superondutivity
An estimate for the thermopower in the absene of superondutivity
an be found using the semilassial Boltzmann equation as, for example,
in Ref. 3. Suh a desription an be obtained from the mirosopi theory
presented above, provided that the length sales important for the problem
are muh greater than the Fermi wavelength.
29
This analysis leads to the
Mott relation for the thermopower
Q = −π
2
3
k2BT
e
d lnσ(E)
dE
∣∣∣∣
E=EF
. (13)
Here, σ(E) desribes a generalized ondutivity  σ(EF ) gives the atual
ondutivity in the linear-response regime  and the logarithmi derivative
depends on the energy dependene of the elasti relaxation time and the exat
struture of the Fermi surfae. The previous an typially be negleted, and
the latter is due to the small asymmetry between the dispersion relations for
eletrons and holes. Both of these eets are negleted in the quasilassial
theory. There are also other major ontributions to the thermopower, e.g.
the phonon drag, but for simple metals, they should vanish at high and very
low temperatures.
32
We an use the temperature dependene in Eq. (13) for an extrapola-
tion from the room-temperature values of Q to its value at subkelvin tem-
peratures. Usual magnitudes for the thermopower at the room temperature
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N1 N2
S1 S2
µ1 = eV1, T1 µ2 = eV2, T2
µ3 = 0, T0, φ/2 µ4 = 0, T0, −φ/2
1 2
3 4
5
Figure 1. The system under examination. The terminals S are superon-
duting reservoirs, N normal-metal reservoirs and they are onneted by
normal-metal wires with lengths Lk, ross setions Ak and normal-state on-
dutivities σk, k = 1 . . . 5. Temperatures T and potentials µ = eV in the
reservoirs are as shown. Moreover, all ontats are assumed lean metalli.
Positive diretions for urrents are indiated with arrows.
are of the order
µV
K
for pure metals. To obtain a rough estimate at a low
temperature, we extrapolate 10 µV
K
from room temperature to a tempera-
ture of 0.5 K (typial for the studies on the proximity eet), whih yields
Q ∼ 10 nV
K
. Measurements in Ref. 21 gave a striter estimate Q . 1 nV
K
for
their ase.
However, the KeldyshUsadel equations predit the presene of a large
thermopower Q ∼ µV
K
, even under omplete eletron-hole symmetry, as su-
perurrents ouple the temperatures to the potentials (through the oe-
ients jS and T in the kineti equations (7)).
3.2. Modeled struture
Here we fous to study thermopower in the struture shown in Fig. 1,
where two superonduting (S) reservoirs with a phase dierene φ are on-
neted through a normal-metal link to two normal metal (N) reservoirs.
When measuring thermopower in this struture, no urrent ows in wires
1 and 2,
jc,1 = 0, jc,2 = 0, (14)
and denite voltages V1 and V2 are indued in the N reservoirs. Here we may
dene several thermopower-like quantities:
QNN =
V2 − V1
T2 − T1 , QNS,1 =
V1
T2 − T1 , QNS,2 =
V2
T2 − T1 . (15)
Clearly, their behavior with varying parameters need not be similar. That is,
generally the potential indued in the older eletrode may dier from that
indued to the hotter eletrode.
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The thermopower appearing in the struture may be estimated by ap-
plying the formalism desribed in Set. 2. We have solved Eqs. (6,7) numer-
ially, and derived analyti approximations for the solutions of the kineti
equations (7). In the following, we rst disuss the analyti results, as they
provide some insight to the problem, and then examine interesting features
numerially (Ses. 4. and 5.).
3.3. Qualitative piture
The eet of superurrents on the thermopower an be understood phe-
nomenologially as follows. If T1 6= T2, the temperature-dependent 13 equi-
librium superurrent IS(T1) in wire 3 is dierent from IS(T2) in wire 4. (For
this qualitative piture, we approximate these wires to be at the tempera-
tures T1, T2 of the normal reservoirs.) Conservation of urrents should still
be maintained, so a ompensating eet must arise. Should the normal reser-
voirs be kept at the same potential as the superondutors, a quasipartile
urrent I
qp
∝ (IS(T1)−IS(T2)) from them to the superondutors would bal-
ane the dierene. However, when no urrent is allowed to ow in wires 1
and 2, a ompensating NS potential dierene VN−VS ∝ R(IS(T1)−IS(T2))
is indued instead.
The qualitative piture gives the following preditions: First, the in-
dued potentials should osillate with the phase dierene φ between the S
eletrodes, similarly to the superurrent. Moreover, the potentials indued
in the N eletrodes need not be the same, espeially if the resistanes of the
wires are not symmetri at the left and at the right. Thus, the superurrent-
eet also ontributes, as in Eq. (31b), to the thermopower QNN between
the N eletrodes. Suh a ontribution should be present even in struturally
symmetri setups, as the resistanes are temperature-dependent due to the
proximity eet.
14
3.4. Phase behavior
If the phase dierene between the superonduting elements vanishes,
the quasilassial equations predit a vanishing thermopower Q (as shown
below). In the presene of a phase dierene, the superurrent and the
term T ouple the two types of distribution funtions, induing a nite Q.
Although the solution to Eq. (1) annot be found in losed form, we an
obtain information about the exat phase behavior of the thermopower using
symmetry onsiderations. Suppose we have the solutions χ, θ, fL and fT for
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the KeldyshUsadel equations (6,7) in the system. Then, dene
χ˜ ≡ −χ , θ˜ ≡ θ , f˜L ≡ fL , f˜T ≡ −fT . (16)
First, we see that these new variables are solutions to Eqs. (6). This implies
that D˜T = DT , D˜L = DL, T˜ = −T and j˜S = −jS , so the new variables are also
solutions to Eqs. (7). They also satisfy the spetral urrent onservation (9),
with j˜T = −jT and j˜L = jL, and the boundary onditions (10,11), but with
φ˜ = −φ and µ˜ = −µ. Thus, there is a solution with inverted harge urrents
Ic, potentials µ and phases φ. For the thermopower this implies that
Q(φ) =
∆V
∆T
∣∣∣∣
Ic=0
= − ∆V˜
∆T˜
∣∣∣∣∣
I˜c=0
= −Q(−φ) . (17)
Moreover, Q is neessarily 2π-periodi in phase, so this implies that it should
also be antisymmetri with respet to φ = nπ for all n ∈ Z.
The result also implies that in a system with no phase dierenes or no
superonduting parts, the thermopower vanishes. This is in agreement with
the Mott-law predition due to the quasilassial approximation. However,
note that the reasoning above assumes that the ondition (14) determines the
solution uniquely and that the thermopower is well dened. This may not
be the ase in some pathologial geometries in the presene of the proximity
eet, as the ondition (14) is determined only for the energy-integrated
urrents. In the ases studied in the present manusript, the onvergene of
numeris hints that the solutions are unique.
3.5. Analyti approximations
Although we annot solve analytially the spetral equations in the
struture of Fig. 1, we an obtain useful approximations starting from the
kineti equations.
As a rst step, we assume that the indued potentials are small ompared
to the temperature, |µ| ≪ kBT . Sine fT is related to the potentials, we an
reason that fT is small, and hene neglet the terms −T∂xfT and jSfT in
Eq. (7a). Comparison with numeris shows that this is a good approximation.
The kineti equations, where inelasti eets are negleted, an now be
integrated over a wire of length L. This relates the urrents to the distribu-
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tion funtions fL, fT at the ends of the wire:
jL =
fL(L)− fL(0)
L
〈D−1L 〉 , (18a)
jT =
fT (L)− fT (0)
L
〈D−1T 〉 + jSfL(0) (18b)
+
fL(L)− fL(0)
L2
〈D−1L 〉〈D−1T 〉
(∫ L
0
T
DLDT dx+ jS
∫ L
0
∫ x
0
dx′dx
DL(x′)DT (x)
)
.
Here
〈D−1L/T 〉 ≡ 1L ∫ L0 D−1L/T dx are the dimensionless spetral energy and
harge resistanes. All the oeients an be alulated numerially by
solving the spetral equations. We see that Eq. (18) is linear in the dis-
tribution funtions, so we an use the ontinuity of fT and fL at the nodes
and write the Kirhho-like spetral urrent onservation equations (9b) for
the struture in Fig. 1 as:
σ1A1X1
(
f5(0)
f01
)
+ σ3A3X3
(
f5(0)
f01
)
+ σ5A5X5
(
f5(0)
f5(L)
)
= 0 , (19a)
σ2A2X2
(
f02
f5(L)
)
+ σ4A4X4
(
f04
f5(L)
)
+ σ5A5X5
(
f5(0)
f5(L)
)
= 0 . (19b)
Here, f ≡ (fL, fT ), and f0k ontain the eletron distribution funtion parts
in the reservoir k, as in Eqs. (10, 11). Moreover, the matries Xk an be
obtained using Eqs. (18)  noting that the results for |E| < ∆ and |E| > ∆
are dierent due to the diering boundary onditions in the kineti equations.
Equation (19) is linear, and the unknown f5(0) and f5(L) may be solved in a
straightforward manner. Thus, for given temperatures and potentials in the
reservoirs, we obtain the spetral urrents jL and jT for eah wire.
To determine the thermopower, we have to nd µ1 and µ2 suh that
the ondition (14) is satised. These potentials are expeted to be small, so
we an linearize the distribution funtions in the reservoirs with respet to
them,
f0k ≃
(
f0L,k
f0T,k
)
≡

 tanh
(
E
2kBTk
)
sech2
(
E
2kBTk
)
µk
2kBTk

 , k = 1, 2 , (20)
in the expressions for jc,1 and jc,2 obtained from Eq. (19). Thus, we obtain
a linear equation for the potentials µ1 and µ2, whih an then be solved.
However, without further approximations, the nal expression for the
thermopower is too ompliated to provide muh insight. We make the fol-
lowing simpliations:
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1. We approximate DL with its normal-state value DL = 1. This is a good
approximation only away from superondutor interfaes, but numeris
show that it usually has little inuene on the thermopower.
2. Similarly, we approximate DT ≈ 1 in the latter term in Eq. (18b),
and retain it only in the rst term. This is beause T and jS provide
more essential energy-dependent features than DT , but we still wish to
retain the temperature dependene of ondutane due to the oe-
ient in the rst term. Comparing to exat numeris, we see that these
approximations do not essentially aet the resulting thermopower.
Using the above and the onservation of σAjS we an write Eqs. (19)
for the struture in Fig. 1 in a useful form at |E| < ∆  noting that AσjS =
A3σ3jS3 = −A5σ5jS5 aording to the hosen diretions:
M−1 ≡


g1 + g5 0 −g5 0
−AσjS
2
+ g1
〈T1〉+ g5〈T5〉 g˜135 AσjS2 − g5〈T5〉 −g˜5
−g5 0 g2 + g5 0
−AσjS
2
− g5
〈T5〉 −g˜5 AσjS2 + g2〈T2〉+ g5〈T5〉 g˜245

 ,
(21a)
M−1


fL,5(0)
fT,5(0)
fL,5(L)
fT,5(L)


︸ ︷︷ ︸
f
=


g1 0 0 0
g1
〈T1〉 g˜1 0 0
0 0 g2 0
0 0 g2
〈T2〉 g˜2


︸ ︷︷ ︸
C


f0L,1
f0T,1
f0L,2
f0T,2


︸ ︷︷ ︸
f1,2
, (21b)
where gk = σkAk/Lk is the ondutane of wire k, gijk = gi + gj + gk,
g˜k ≡ gk/
〈D−1T,k〉 and 〈Tk〉 ≡ 1Lk ∫ Lk0 Tk dx. For |E| > ∆, the result is
M−1
∆
≡


g135 0 −g5 0
g1
〈T1〉+g3〈T3〉+g5〈T5〉 g˜135 AσjS2 − g5〈T5〉 −g˜5
−g5 0 g245 0
−AσjS
2
− g5
〈T5〉 −g˜5 g2〈T2〉+g4〈T4〉+g5〈T5〉 g˜245

 ,
(22a)
M−1
∆
f = Cf1,2 +


g3 0
AσjS
2
+g3
〈T3〉 0
0 g4
0 −AσjS
2
+g4
〈T4〉


︸ ︷︷ ︸
D
(
f0L,3
f0L,4
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
f0
, (22b)
Note that the temperature of the superondutors enters for energies |E| > ∆
in the distribution funtions f0L,3/4.
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Using Eq. (18) with the assumption as above, we an alulate the ur-
rents owing in wires 1 and 2:


−A1σ1jL,1
−A1σ1jT,1
A2σ2jL,2
A2σ2jT,2

 =
{
C(MC− I) f1,2 , for |E| < ∆
C(M∆C− I) f1,2 +CM∆Df0 , for |E| > ∆
. (23)
Here, the sign of jL/T,1 is due to the hoie of diretions in Fig. 1. Now,
we an integrate the rows 2 and 4 over the energy to obtain the observable
harge urrents, and linearize the distribution funtions. Condition (14) then
yields an expression of the form
∫ ∞
0
g dE
(
µ1
µ2
)
=
∫ ∆
0
P1
(
f0L,1
f0L,2
)
dE +
∫ ∞
∆
[
P2
(
f0L,1
f0L,2
)
+P3
(
f0L,0
f0L,0
)]
dE .
(24)
Here, g is a matrix ontaining temperature-dependent ondutane-like quan-
tities, and the integrals with Pk yield, for example, terms proportional to the
superurrents owing in the system at dierent temperatures. In the follow-
ing, we simplify the expression further to obtain the dominant features. How-
ever, Eq. (24) an well be used to obtain numerial thermopower estimates
for given spetral data, without further approximations.
3.6. Long-juntion limit
In this setion, we disuss the dominant features of the thermopower,
in partiular the most signiant ontributions. We disuss rst the long-
juntion limit ∆ ≫ max[ET , kBT, µ], and onsider the eets of a nite ∆
as orretions in the following setions.
In the limit ∆≫ max[ET , kBT, µ] the indued potentials depend only on
the temperatures T1 and T2 of the normal reservoirs. This is due to the fat
that the kineti equations for |E| < ∆ are deoupled from the distribution
funtion in the superondutors. In this limit, the spetral urrents for |E| >
∆ are negligible, so they do not aet the integrated urrents. This is beause
at these energies the distribution funtion is nearly onstant in the system
(fL ≈ 1, fT ≈ 0), so there is no dissipative urrent. Additionally, at energies
E ≫ ET , the oeient jS ≈ 0, so there is no non-dissipative superurrent
ontribution in the urrent densities.
If we take the limit ∆→∞ in expression (24), approximate T ≈ 0 and
neglet the energy dependene of DT ompletely, we obtain the dominant
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term in the indued potentials
µ
s,1/2 =
1
2
R5(2R4/3 +R5)
(R1 +R2 +R5)(R3 +R4 +R5)
R3/4 e(IS(T1)− IS(T2)) . (25)
Here, IS is the observable superurrent IS(T ) = Aσ
∫∞
0
jSf
0
L dE owing in
the system when the normal reservoirs are all at the same temperature T
and there are no potential dierenes, and f0L ≡ tanh(E/(2kBT )). This
expression states that a major ontribution to the thermopower arises due
to the temperature dependene
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of the equilibrium superurrent.
Estimates for the equilibrium superurrent appearing in Eq. (25) exist
for SNS juntions. One is given in Ref. 33:
eRSNS IS(T ) =
64π3/2
3√
2
+ 2
(kBT/ET )
3/2 e−
√
2pi
√
kBT/ET sin(φ) ET , (26)
where ET and RSNS = R3 + R4 + R5 are the Thouless energy and the
resistane orresponding to the link between the superondutors. Expres-
sion (26) is valid for ET,SNS ≪ kBT ≪ ∆. Although the formula applies
to a system where there are no extra normal-metal terminals, we an take
them into aount by saling the superurrent with the fator presented in
Ref. 31:
c
sale
≡ ASNSσSNS
ASNSσSNS +
1
2
(A1σ1 +A2σ2)
. (27)
This holds for kBT ≫ ET,SNS , L1, L2 & LSNS, and L5 = 0. Obviously, in
our ase L5 6= 0, but the results should still be useful, sine the eet due to
the entral wire is small as disussed in Set. 7. Now, using Eqs. (25,26,27), we
obtain an estimate for the thermally indued potentials in the linear response
limit T1 = T −∆T/2, T2 = T +∆T/2:
µ
s,1/2 = 32
(
3√
2
− 2
)
π3/2 c
sale
R3/4R5(2R4/3 +R5)
(R1 +R2 +R5)R2SNS
sin(φ)
×
(√
2π − 3
√
ET /(kBT )
)
(kBT/ET ) e
−√2pi
√
kBT/ET kB∆T .
(28)
For example, in a struture where all the wires are similar, one would get for
kBT = 3 ET
QNS ≈ 0.04kB
e
≈ 3 µV
K
. (29)
Comparing to numerial results (see Fig. 5), estimate (28) is found to be
useful for kBT & 3 ET . However, in the following we prefer to alulate the
integrals with jS diretly from numerial data, whih gives better estimates
at temperatures kBT . ET,SNS.
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Taking the oeient T into aount but still negleting the energy de-
pendene of DT yields the following orretion terms to the potentials:
µT,1/2 =∓
R1/2
R1 +R2 +R5
∫ ∞
0
(
f0L,1 − f0L,2
) 〈T1/2〉 dE
∓ R3/4R5
(R1 +R2 +R5)RSNS
∫ ∞
0
(
f0L,1 − f0L,2
) 〈T5〉 dE . (30)
Here, f0L,k ≡ tanh(E/(2kBTk)). The orretion is mostly small ompared to
the ontribution from the superurrent, but it is signiant in some ases, for
example at high temperatures kBT & 10 ET,SNS. However, T is not known
analytially, so the integrals have to be alulated numerially.
Thus, we have the following approximations for the potentials indued
by a temperature dierene:
µ1 ≈ µs,1 + µT,1 , µ2 ≈ µs,2 + µT,2 , (31a)
∆µ ≡ µ2 − µ1 ≈ (µs,2 − µs,1) + (µT,2 − µT,1) . (31b)
For leftright-symmetri strutures, R1=R2, R3=R4, these approximations
yield µ1/2 6= 0 and ∆µ = 0, i.e. a nite N-S thermopower but a vanishing
N-N thermopower. This is due to the symmetries T1(x) = −T2(L1,2−x) and〈T5〉 = 0, whih make the orretion (30) the same for both potentials µ1
and µ2
However, there is also a third ontribution, whih arises from the energy
dependene of DT . This DT -eet has only a small impat on QNS, but it is
notieable (see Fig. 4(b)) in QNN in a leftright-symmetri struture. A fair
estimate for the eet an be obtained by evaluating the matrix g in Eq. (24)
using numerial results for DT . For a leftright-symmetri struture, we an
approximate the eet more roughly with
∆µ ≈ (µ
s,1 + µT,1)
∫ ∞
0
R1 +
R3R5
2R3+R5
R˜1 +
R˜3R˜5
2R˜3+R˜5
(
sech2( E
2kBT1
)
2kBT1
−
sech2( E
2kBT2
)
2kBT2
)
dE ,
(32)
where R˜k =
〈D−1T,k〉Rk are the energy-dependent spetral resistanes of the
wires. Generally this ontribution is non-negligible only for large |T2 − T1|.
3.7. Quasiequilibrium limit
In the alulation above, we negleted the inelasti sattering. However,
this assumption is not too restritive for the thermopower, as long as a su-
perurrent may ow through the normal metal. To see this, let us onsider
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a quasiequilibrium system, where inelasti sattering has relaxed the dis-
tribution funtions into Fermi funtions with a loal hemial potential µ(x)
and temperature T (x). Assuming the indued potentials are again small, ap-
proximating DT ≈ 1, DL ≈ 1, we an integrate the kineti equations over the
energy E (after multiplying the equation for jL by E). Using the fat that
for quasiequilibrium distribution funtions, in the limit where the indued
potential dierenes are small,
µ(x) =
∫ ∞
0
fT (x) dE , T (x) =
√
6
πkB
(∫ ∞
0
E (1− fL(x)) dE
) 1
2
, (33)
we get the kineti equations in wire i
∂x(Li∂xµ(x) + eRiI
i
S(T (x)) + LiT˜(x)∂xT 2) = 0 , (34a)
∂2xT
2(x) = 0 . (34b)
Here
IiS(T (x)) =
Li
2Ri
∫
jiS(E)fL(E;T (x)) dE (35)
is the superurrent owing in wire i. In the studied system, for a onstant
temperature, I4S = −I3S = I5S ≡ IS(T ) and I1S = I2S = 0. Moreover, we may
inlude the T-term through
T˜(x) = 1
2
∫
dET(E, x)∂T 2fL(E;T (x)) =
∫
dE
−ET(E, x)
8kBT (x)3 cosh
2(E/2kBT (x))
,
(36)
but it does not have a diret physial interpretation. Both the spetrum
jS(E) of superurrent-arrying states and the anomalous oeient T(E)
may in priniple depend on the magnitude of inelasti sattering, but our aim
here is to relate the measured thermopower to the temperature dependene
of the atual superurrent owing in the system (and to the term T˜(x)). The
superurrent an be probed separately, and thus for this eet, we do not
need to know the exat form of jiS(E).
The boundary and nodal onditions for the solutions µi(x), Ti(x) are
analogous to the general nonequilibrium ase: in the reservoirs, they get the
bulk values, exept at the normal-superonduting boundary, say x = xNS
we have (as long as kBT ≪ ∆)
∂xT (x)|x=xNS = 0 . (37)
Moreover, at the nodes, the funtions are ontinuous, and the harge and heat
urrents are onserved. These equations imply that the temperature T (x) is
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onstant in wires 3 and 4, and the heat urrent obeys the Wiedemann-Franz
law in the rest of the wires, i.e., T 2(x) is a linear funtion of position.
The solutions to these (linear) equations an easily be found. For sim-
pliity, let us rst ignore the term(s) T˜(x). Denote the position in eah wire
by x, ranging from x = 0 at the reservoirs or the left-hand node in wire 5, to
Li at the other end. In wires 1 and 2, the solutions are
µ = µ1 = const , µ = µ2 = const , (38a)
T 2(x) = T 21 + (T
2
w3 − T 21 )
x
L1
, T 2(x) = T 22 + (T
2
w4 − T 22 )
x
L2
. (38b)
In wires 3 and 4, we get
µ(x) = µ1
x
L3
, µ(x) = µ2
x
L4
, (38)
T = Tw3 , T = Tw4 , (38d)
respetively. Finally, in wire 5 the solutions are
µ(x) = µ1 + eR5c5
x
L5
+
eR5
L5
∫ x
0
IS(T (x
′)) dx′ , (38e)
T 2(x) = T 2w3 + (T
2
w4 − T 2w3)
x
L5
. (38f)
Here µ1, µ2, Tw3, Tw4, and c5 are onstants that may be determined by
requiring ontinuity and urrent onservation at the nodes. We get
T 2w3 =
(R2 +R5)T
2
1 +R1T
2
2
R1 +R2 +R5
, T 2w4 =
(R1 +R5)T
2
2 +R2T
2
1
R1 +R2 +R5
, (39a)
V s1 =
R3
RSNS
[
−R4IS(Tw4) + (R4 +R5)IS(Tw3)−R5
∫ T 2w4
T 2w3
IS(T )dT
2
T 2w4 − T 2w3
]
,
(39b)
V s2 =
R4
RSNS
[
−(R3 +R5)IS(Tw4) +R3IS(Tw3) +R5
∫ T 2w4
T 2w3
IS(T )dT
2
T 2w4 − T 2w3
]
,
(39)
c5 =
V s1
R3
− IS(Tw3) , RSNS ≡ R3 +R4 +R5 . (39d)
Thus, the indued voltages V s1 = µ1/e, V
s
2 = µ2/e in the normal-metal
reservoirs are determined from the observable superurrent IS(T ) between
the superondutors, in the temperature range determined by Tw3 and Tw4.
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Inluding the term T˜(x) is straightforward but leads to long expressions.
Therefore, we present only the resulting voltages Vi:
V1 = V
s
1 +
R3
RSNS
(
T 2w4 − T 2w3
) 〈T˜5〉+ (T 2w3 − T 21 )〈T˜1〉 (40a)
V2 = V
s
2 +
R4
RSNS
(
T 2w3 − T 2w4
) 〈T˜5〉+ (T 2w4 − T 22 )〈T˜2〉, (40b)
where 〈T˜i〉 ≡ 1
Li
∫ Li
0
T˜i(x) dx (41)
is the average of the oeient T˜ in wire i.
Let us now take the linear-response limit around the temperature T0,
where
T 21/2 = T
2
0 ±
∆T 2
2
, (42)
and
IS(T ) ≈ IS(T0) + dIS
dT 2
∆T 2. (43)
In pratie, the requirement for the validity of these formulae is ∆T 2 ≪
min(T 20 , E
2
T /k
2
B). In this ase, always retaining only terms up to the rst
order in ∆T 2, we get for the voltage in the left reservoir
V s1 =
R5R3(2R4 +R5)
2(R3 +R4 +R5)(R1 +R2 +R5)
dIS(T )
dT 2
∆T 2. (44)
This is the same as the linearized form of Eq. (25). Similarly, the linearized
form of the T-orretion follows that of Eq. (30). This equivalene in the
linear regime is due to the fat that the onsidered eet is not dependent on
the exat shape of the distribution funtions, and thus, in the linear regime,
the relation between the thermopower and the temperature dependent equi-
librium superurrent is independent of the strength for inelasti sattering.
4. GENERAL BEHAVIOR OF THE THERMOPOWER
The typial magnitude and form of the temperature dependene of QNS
is shown in Fig. 2. The gure shows that the magnitude is QNS ∼ µVK (often
QNS,1 ≈ QNS,2), and that the relevant energy sale is ET , orresponding
to the link between the superondutors  whih is also the energy sale
of the spetral oeients. Moreover, as shown in the preeding setions,
the thermopower osillates antisymmetrially with the phase dierene (see
Fig. 3).
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Figure 2. Temperature dependene of the N-S thermopower in a leftright-
symmetri struture  Lj , σj and Aj assumed equal. Phase φ = π/2 is
xed.
The N-S thermopower shows re-entrant behavior: it vanishes as T1, T2 →
0, peaks at an intermediate temperature, and deays as T1, T2 → ∞. The
peak near T ∼ 2ET /kB orresponds to the position where IS(T ) hanges
rapidly as a funtion of the temperature, as Eqs. (25,26) indiate. Moreover,
Eqs. (25,30) predit that QNS deays at least as T
−2
for T1 ≈ T2. In fat,
Eq. (28) implies that the ontribution from the superurrent should deay
exponentially, but the ontribution from T has a slower speed of deay.
The most signiant ontribution to QNS is desribed by Eq. (25): it
yields almost all of the eet seen in Fig. 2. The orretion due to T aounts
for the most of the deviation from the numerial result, and has an eet be-
low 10% in relative magnitude for temperatures T1, T2 . 10 ET /kB , but the
proportion beomes relatively larger at higher temperatures  see Fig. 5(a).
Moreover, DT has a negligible eet on QNS, as seen in Fig. 5(a).
The thermopower QNS with respet to the atual (non-equilibrium) su-
perurrent owing in the struture is shown in Fig. 3. For a given tempera-
ture, the relation between QNS and IS appears to be linear, in aord with
Eq. (25).
The temperature dependene of QNN shown in Fig. 4(b) is very dif-
ferent from that of QNS, sine the struture there is assumed to be left
right symmetri, so that for QNN the ontributions from IS and T vanish
and the DT -eet dominates (see Fig. 5(b)). In this ase, Eq. (32) predits
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Figure 3. Osillation of the thermopower. Left: Phase-osillation of the
thermopower at T2 ≈ T1 = 1 ET . Right: Relation between QNS and the
non-equilibrium superurrent IS at dierent temperatures T = T1 ≈ T2.
Magnitude of the superurrent here is nearly the same as in equilibrium.
Due to a numerial onvergene problem, data for phases |φ| > 2.1 is not
available, and hene substituted with straight line segments (dotted). In
the right piture, the dotted part also approximately desribes the aessible
non-dissipative regime in the ase when the superurrent is externally driven.
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Figure 4. Temperature dependene of the N-N thermopower. Left: QNN in
an asymmetri struture, R3/2 = R1 = R2 = R4 = R5 with Aσ equal, at
φ = π/2. Right: QNN in a leftright-symmetri struture, where the DT -
ontribution dominates. The thik white lines indiate a hange of sign for
R(T1)−R(T2), whih ours near the hange of sign of QNN.
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Figure 5. Thermopower at φ = π/2 in a symmetri struture, L and Aσ
assumed equal for eah wire. The numerial results and dierent analyti
approximations from Set. 3.6. are shown. Here, IS (analyti) is the ap-
proximation from Eq. 28.
∆µ ∝ (T1 − T2)2 at T1 ≈ T2 in symmetri strutures, thus the thermopower
appears only at large temperature dierenes, i.e. in the non-linear regime.
For asymmetri strutures, DT -eet is less important, as Eq. (31b) implies
∆µ ∝ (T1 − T2) at T1 ≈ T2, and this eet tends generally to wash out the
DT -eet also at large temperature dierenes. This behavior an be seen
in Fig. 4(a), where QNN has a similar temperature dependene as QNS in
Fig. (2). Eets due to the sample geometry are disussed in more detail in
the following setion.
Note that the re-entrant temperature-dependent behavior of the on-
dutane
14
indued by the proximity eet also arises due to the energy de-
pendene of DT . Thus, the nite NN-thermopower in a leftright-symmetri
struture may at least qualitatively be understood to be aused by an in-
dued leftright asymmetry in the resistanes, whih makes the potential
indued in the older eletrode dierent from the one in the hotter eletrode.
Indeed, the sign hanges in Fig. 4(b) (along the diagonal and the 1/T1-like
urve) our lose to the urves where the (zero-bias) ondutanes,
16
G(T ) =
∫ ∞
0
R˜−1
sech2(E/(2kBT ))
2kBT
dE , R˜ ≡ 〈D−1T 〉R , (45)
of wires 1 and 2 at the temperatures T1, T2 beome equal. Approximately
suh behavior is also expeted on the basis of Eq. (32).
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Figure 6. Thermopower in an asymmetri struture with all exept one wire
of length L, at T1 ≈ T2, φ = π/2. Aσ assumed equal in all wires.
Comparing to numerial results, we nd that the approximations ob-
tained from Eq. (24) in the longjuntion limit are quantitatively aurate
in a symmetri system, both for QNS and QNN (the relative error in QNS
is less than 5% nearly everywhere in Fig. 2, although near T1, T2 ≈ 0 it is
∼ 15%, at worst). In setups geometrially deformed from this, the auray
may derease slightly, but qualitative features are still well retained (in all
ases tested). Equations (24,25,30,32) may thus be used to provide use-
ful approximations to the indued potentials, if the spetral oeients are
known.
5. DEPENDENCE ON SAMPLE GEOMETRY
The thermopower indued by the proximity eet has a non-trivial de-
pendene on the exat geometry of the struture: varying the geometry of
the struture hanges both the magnitudes and the temperature dependene
of the indued potentials, as seen in Fig. 6. The hanges arise partly in the
kineti equations, the eet of whih is estimated by the prefators in the
approximations (25,30), but also the spetral equations ontribute through
the geometry dependene of the spetral oeients  their behavior is dis-
ussed in Set. 7.
An eet visible in Fig. 6(a) is that ompared to the symmetri struture,
the indued potentials typially tend to be smaller in strutures where the
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lengths of some of the wires are strongly dierent from eah other. This be-
havior appears due to both the spetral oeients and the kineti equations.
For example letting L1,2/L3,4,5 → 0 tends to derease the thermopower, as
then IS and
〈T 〉 are suppressed, while in the opposite limit most of the tem-
perature drop ours in wires 1 and 2 where there is little oupling between
the harge and energy urrents, leading again to a smaller thermopower (as
indiated by the prefators in Eqs. (25,30)).
The eet the geometry has on the indued potentials is more signiant
for QNN than for QNS, sine the ontributions to ∆µ depend strongly on the
asymmetry and may also vanish due to symmetries in the struture. Gen-
erally, the approximations imply that in leftright-asymmetri strutures,
QNN should be nite and roughly resemble the N-S thermopower in temper-
ature dependene, as in Fig. 4(a). Moreover, this thermopower should be
disernible even for small amounts (∼ 10%) of asymmetry in resistanes, as
an be seen in Fig. 6(b).
Although the temperature dependene of thermopower generally sales
with ET,SNS similarly to the spetral oeients, its exat form depends on
the geometry of the struture. That is, the terms due to jS and
〈T 〉 appearing
in the thermopower estimates vary in the geometry dependene, hene one
an alter their relative weights by adjusting the struture. Moreover, they
may also dier in sign and in the way they depend on the temperature,
so their weighing has a diret eet on the temperature dependene of the
thermopower. This is important espeially for the N-N thermopower, whih
an be seen in Fig. 6(b) where hanges in L1 and L3 ause qualitatively
dierent results.
5.1. Thermopower and the entral wire
As found analytially in Set. 3.6., the spetral oeients that aet
the thermopower most are jS and T. In the long-juntion limit, jS ouples
the energy and harge urrents in the entral wire, and
〈T1/2〉 do this in the
wires leading to the N-reservoirs. By hanging the proportion of the lengths
of these wires, using the fators in Eqs. (25,30) as a guide, the weaker eet
due to
〈T 〉 may be brought to dominate. In the following, we onsider a
speial ase where T should manifest: L5 ≪ LSNS . (Another possibility
suggested by Eqs. (25,30) would be L1, L2 ≫ LSNS, but in this ase, the
terms
〈T1/2〉 beome small.)
In the limit L5 /min[L1, L2, L3, L4]→ 0, the superurrent-eet approx-
imation (25) yields no ontribution, and the seond term in Eq. (30) vanishes,
leaving only the ontribution due to
〈T1/2〉. If the struture is leftright-
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Figure 7. N-S thermopower for a stru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entral wire short or
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φ = π/2. The full analyti approximation is obtained using Eq. (24) and
numerial data for DT , jS and T. The approximation for the ontribution
due to T obtained from Eq. (30) (dashed) is nearly the same in absolute value
for all ases shown.
symmetri, then T1/2 = 0, and the thermopower also vanishes (onrmed by
simulations). In fat, this an be shown exatly by noting that fT ≡ 0 is the
exat solution to the kineti equations in this speial ase.
In asymmetri strutures espeially with L3 6= L4, generally
〈T1/2〉 6= 0
and their sign is the same for both wires 1 and 2. Hene QNS beomes
nite and there is a large dierene between QNS,1 and QNS,2, as the on-
tributions from Eq. (30) dier in sign for eletrodes 1 and 2. In Fig. 7 the
approximation (30) mathes the numerial result well:
〈T1〉 and 〈T2〉 yield
the dominant ontribution.
As the terms (25) due to IS have the same sign for both eletrodes and
vanish as L5 → 0, QNS may hange its sign with inreasing temperature for
intermediate length L5 of the entral wire. This is possible beause for a
ertain range of values for L5, IS ontributes the same overall amount as〈T1/2〉, but in the opposite diretion for either QNS,1 or QNS,2. As the two
ontributions have slightly dierent temperature dependene, this an result
in a hange of sign in the thermopower, for a suitable L5. The eet is
illustrated in Fig. 7, where a hange of sign ours for L5 = 0.1L. This sign
hange may partially explain the results in Ref. 21, see Subs. 6.1.
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temperature dependen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5.2. Eet of dereasing ∆/ET
In reality, the superonduting energy gap ∆ may be quite small in
systems realized experimentally, and not neessarily muh greater than ET .
For example, Eq. (12) shows that ∆ = 2 K orresponds roughly to 10 ET
for LSNS = 1 µm and to 3 ET for LSNS = 0.5 µm, for a typial value
D = 200 cm
2
s
of the diusion onstant.
For a nite ∆, the spetral urrents from the energies E > ∆ ontribute
to the integrated urrents. This in turn ouples the temperature T0 of the
superondutors to the system, as seen in Eq. (24). Additionally, the spetral
oeients at energies E < ∆ are modied from their long-juntion limits,
and hene the ontribution from E < ∆ is also aeted.
Estimates for the eet due to the oupling of T0 may be obtained from
Eq. (24). Generally, terms proportional to (f0L,0 − f0L,1), (f0L,0 − f0L,2) and
(f0L,1 − f0L,2) appear for E > ∆, thus any of the orresponding tempera-
ture dierenes indues potentials. However, these ontributions tend to be
smaller than those from E < ∆, at least for ∆/ET & 10  supposing of
ourse that T1 − T2 is of the order T1 − T0 or T2 − T0, whihever is larger.
Figure 8(a) shows the eet of dereasing∆/ET on the N-S thermopower.
The energy sale of the temperature dependene seems to be ompressed to-
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wards T = 0, but no signiant qualitative hanges our. The result is
similar if T1 = T0 are kept xed and T2 is varied.
As QNN is generally smaller than QNS, the relative hanges tend to be
larger in it. This an be seen in Fig. 8(b), where the ontribution from E > ∆
for ∆/ET = 10 peaks near T2 = 6 ET in the leftright-symmetri struture,
and is also the dominant eet there. For the asymmetri struture, the
hange is relatively muh less signiant.
6. COMPARISON WITH RECENT WORK
In this setion, we ompare the theory presented in this paper and in
Ref. 26 to reent experiments and other theories on the thermopower in
proximity eet strutures.
6.1. Comparison to experiments
To our knowledge, there exist so far ve published experiments from
two groups probing the thermopower in Andreev interferometers
1822
. One
an distinguish three features of these experiments to whih our theory an
be ompared: magnitude of the observed eet and the dependene on the
temperature and magneti ux.
In Ref. 18, the temperature gradient produed by the heating urrent
was not expliitly measured, but only estimated using a heating model. Suh
a proedure yielded too large an estimate (of the order of µV/K) for the
measured NN-thermopower.
20
This observation is supported by Refs. 19,20,
whih disuss further measurements by the same group, now with the diret
measurement of the temperature. Below, we onentrate on the results of
Ref. 19  the observations in Ref. 20 are quite analogous. These measure-
ments yield a thermopower of the order of 50-60 nV/K at the temperature of
the order of one Thouless temperature orresponding to the distane between
the two superondutors. The measured struture slightly diered from that
onsidered in our manusript, as the superondutors were fabriated diretly
on top of the normal wires. However, we may assume the N-S ontat resis-
tanes to play a similar role as the resistanes of the wires 3 and 4 (see also
Subs. 6.2.). We also note that the magnitude of the NN thermopower greatly
depends on the asymmetry in the struture. For example, taking the follow-
ing estimates for the resistanes of the ve wires: R1 = 5 Ω, R2 = 5.5 Ω,
R3 = R4 = 0.5 Ω, R5 = 5 Ω (note that mostly only the ratios of the re-
sistanes are relevant) and assuming ET /kB = 275 mK (orresponding to a
wire of length 700 nm) we get QNN = 60 nV/K at T = 295 mK, φ = π/2.
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This is very lose to the experimental results.
Conerning a omparison to the experiments in Ref. 21, we obtain NS
thermopower whih is larger by an order of magnitude (of the order of 2
µV/K, whereas the experiments report some 70 nV/K). However, it is not
totally lear to us where the normal-metal reservoirs in this experiment re-
side, and hene, whih values should be used for the resistanes R1 and R2.
Our theory predits a nonmonotoni thermopower as a funtion of the
lattie temperature, with a maximum at around ET /kB , given by the Thou-
less energy orresponding to the wire length between the superondutors.
This is in agreement with Fig. 4 in Ref. 18. The temperature sale of the
dependene Q(T ) in Refs. 21,22 is of the order of ET /kB , but these pa-
pers also report a sign reversal of the thermopower as a funtion of T . As
indiated in Subs. 5.1., this may be possible in a suitable (leftright asym-
metri) geometry where the overall superurrent and T-term ontributions
to the thermopower are omparable. Another possible soure for the sign
hange is the additional term indued by the oupling of the superondutor
temperature T0 at high temperatures.
As shown in Subs. 3.4., the exat solution of our equations (within the
assumption of eletron-hole symmetry) is an antisymmetri funtion of the
ux (phase) with respet to zero ux. This is in agreement with the sym-
metries obtained for the "Parallelogram" struture in Ref. 18, and those
measured in Refs. 1922. However, our results annot explain the symmetri
ux dependene seen in the "House" interferometer in Ref. 18.
6.2. Comparison with other theories
The rst theoretial disussion of thermoeletri phenomena under the
superonduting proximity eet by Claughton and Lambert
17
showed how
the thermoeletri oeients an be alulated from the sattering theory.
The general qualitative features one an extrat from the analyti formulae
are valid in any kind of strutures omposed of normal metals and super-
ondutors. However, the numerial simulations of these systems (inluded,
for example, in Refs. 17,23) suer from the small size of the simulated stru-
tures whih makes it diult to dierentiate between the eets related with
eletron-hole asymmetry (large in the small simulated strutures) from the
dominant eets in realisti experimental samples with thousands of han-
nels.
In Refs. 24,25, the thermopower of normal-superonduting strutures
is onsidered in the limit of a weak proximity eet (with large NS interfae
resistane) and in the linear regime. To ompare our theory to those in their
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Figure 9. The spetral superurrent jS for dierent ratios of wire lengths.
works, let us set T2 = T0 + δT/2, T1 = T0 − δT/2 in Eq. (25) for the S-N
thermopower in a leftright symmetri struture,
QSN =
µ1,2
δT
=
1
4
R5
2R1,2 +R5
1
(kBT0)2
∫ ∞
0
Ej′S cosh
−2
(
E
2kBT0
)
dE . (46)
Here, j′S = L3jS . This is analogous to Eq. (7) in Ref. 24 and to the upper
line of Eq. (8) in Ref. 25. The primary oeient gz+ in these equations is
proportional to the spetral superurrent aross the normal-superonduting
interfae, analogous to j′S in Eq. (46).
The lower line of Eq. (8) in Ref. 25 desribes a thermopower arising
between the normal-metal reservoirs. This term arises from the spetral
superurrent aross the interfae at the energies above the superonduting
gap ∆ and is thus similar to the ontributions disussed in Subs. 5.2. As
shown there, these ontributions are mostly important only for highly left
right symmetri strutures in the ase when LSNS is not muh larger than
the superonduting oherene length, or when T1 or T2 are lose to ∆/kB .
7. BEHAVIOR OF SPECTRAL COEFFICIENTS
Sine the thermopower is indued by the spetral oeients jS and
〈T〉,
we desribe here briey their dependene on the energy and on the sample
geometry.
7.1. Spetral superurrent
The spetral superurrent jS is the better-known of the two main on-
tributors for the thermopower. In strutures suh as onsidered here, it typ-
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ially has the energy dependene shown in Fig. 9: the harateristi energy
sale is ET,SNS , and the dimensionless quantity LSNSjS does not depend
greatly on the exat geometry of the struture (supposing L1, L2 & LSNS).
The behavior of jS is disussed in detail in Ref. 31, and the results are also
mostly appliable to the struture onsidered here, as the entral wire typi-
ally auses no signiant qualitative hanges.
7.2. Anomalous T-term
The T-term (8d), whose eet is negleted in most previous papers, is
a oeient appearing in the non-equilibrium part of the superurrent, and
it has no lear physial interpretation. Nonetheless, it aets the potentials
indued due to a temperature dierene, and provides in some ases the
dominant ontribution whih may be large by itself. Hene it is interesting
to examine the energy and spatial behavior of this oeient, whih is here
onsidered in the long-juntion limit ∆≫ ET .
The typial energy dependene of the average T in dierent wires of the
struture in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 10. Its magnitude is approximately less
than 10% of the spetral superurrent LSNSjS , but the energy dependene is
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rather similar: a single peak appears on the sale of ET,SNS although there
is less osillation than in LSNSjS .
The spatial dependene shown in Fig. 10 gives insight to the magnitudes
of T in dierent wires. Here, T vanishes at the reservoirs and hanges its sign
near the enter of the SNS link, forming peaks between the S-reservoirs and
the enter. This leads to
〈T5〉 ≈ 0 in nearly leftright-symmetri strutures,
as seen in Fig. 10. Moreover, T3 and T4 are typially the largest and the two
dier in sign.
In the wires 1 and 2 leading to the N-reservoirs, T deays monotonially
to zero on the length sale of LSNS (aording to numerial results). In
fat, no sign hanges are possible for T1/2, as χ ≡ onst(x) in these wires.
Moreover, note that for the quantities
〈T1/2〉 relevant for the thermopower,
this kind of a deay would imply that
〈T1/2〉 vanish for L1,2/LSNS →∞.
The magnitude and the sign of T in the wires 1 and 2 depend on the
points where the wires are onneted to the SNS link, sine T is ontinuous
in the struture. Moreover, if the N-reservoirs are far (L1, L2 & LSNS), the
hoie of the onnetion points does not aet muh the T in the SNS link,
hene one may estimate the qualitative behavior of T in wires 1 and 2 by
looking at Fig. 10.
Using the symmetry arguments from Subs. 3.4., one nds that T os-
illates antisymmetrially with the phase dierene. Moreover, the overall
phase behavior of T seems to be similar to that of jS , aording to numerial
results.
8. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have shown how the presene of the superurrent an
lead to a nite thermopower in an Andreev interferometer even in the pres-
ene of omplete eletron-hole symmetry. Generally, the thermopower probes
the temperature dependene of the superurrent, whih in the long-juntion
limit is determined by the Thouless energy orresponding to the distane be-
tween the superondutors. The atual magnitude of the thermopower also
strongly depends on the studied geometry of the sample, whih has to be
taken into aount when omparing to the experiments.
Another interesting result is the thermopower indued by the "anoma-
lous" oeient T. This oeient has been identied in a number of the-
oretial publiations (for example, Refs. 24,25,27,3436  it is frequently
referred to as the "anomalous urrent" as its properties are not very well
known) but typially its eet is negleted and we are not aware of any other
observable whose behavior would be ditated by T.
P. Virtanen and T. T. Heikkilä
The theory presented in this paper and in Ref. 26 seems to be in fair
agreement with most of the experimental results published so far (see Subs.
6.1.). However, unless devie geometry (resistanes of the wires) are quite
well known, it is diult to make a detailed omparison of the magnitude
and temperature dependene of the measured thermopower. There exists
also one experimental result (the symmetri osillations of the thermopower
in the "House" interferometer in Ref. 18) whih learly annot be explained
with the present theory.
Conrming the theory learly alls for more experiments on the sub-
jet. Rather than as a funtion of the applied ux, one ould probe the
thermopower by externally applying a superurrent between the superon-
dutors (.f., Fig. 3). In this way, one would also be able to ompare the ob-
served thermopower to the temperature dependene of the equilibrium (rit-
ial) superurrent, essentially with no tting parameters  the normal-state
resistanes an be fairly aurately measured in the onsidered multiprobe
struture. Further, it would be interesting to onrm the relation between
the thermopower and the "anomalous" term T, either by substrating the su-
perurrent part from the results or, for example, in a struture without the
entral wire. The eet of the additional terms, present in short wires (due to
a nite ∆/ET ) or highly symmetri strutures (due to the proximity-indued
temperature dependene in the resistanes), would also be worth studying,
but perhaps more diult to realize in pratie.
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